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Isomorphisms between quotient algebras of a given algebra form, under an
appropriate multiplication, an inverse semigroup here called the inverse semigroup
of bicongruences. This paper determines those normal bands whose inverse semi-
groups of bicongruences belong to special classes of inverse semigroups and finds
conditions on the structure semilattices, rectangular band components, and linking
homomorphisms of two normal bands with isomorphic inverse semigroups of
bicongruences, under which the bands themselves are isomorphic or anti-isomor-
phic, or related in some looser manner. Some results are also given for the wider
class of general bands. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Properties of the lattice of normal subgroups of a group are important
determinants of the properties of the group itself. The analogue in
 .semigroup theory and more generally, universal algebra of the lattice of
normal subgroups is the lattice of congruences, and this is an important
classifier of the properties of the corresponding semigroup, as is shown in
w xthe survey 12 . Since the inverse semigroup of bicongruences, described
below, contains the lattice of congruences as its set of idempotents, it
offers promise as a more discriminating classifier of algebras. For example,
w xit follows from 10 that all tree semilattices of a fixed cardinality, in which
all chains are finite, have isomorphic congruence lattices, whereas it is
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w xshown in 3 that only isomorphic pairs of such semilattices have isomor-
phic inverse semigroups of bicongruences.
The question of the extent to which the inverse semigroup of bicongru-
w xences classifies or determines the underlying algebra, initiated in 2 and
w xcontinued in 3 , is explored further in the present paper by broadening the
w xclass of algebras considered in 3 from semilattices to normal bands and,
in some places, bands. The result on special tree semilattices mentioned
above is incidentally extended to the slightly wider class of tree semilat-
tices in which each interval is a finite chain. A weaker form of Theorem 3
w xbelow was reported without proof in 4 ; like its forerunner at the associ-
ated conference, this paper honours the outstanding contributions made
by Gordon Preston to the algebraic theory of semigroups.
Definitions and notation from the algebraic theory of semigroups which
w xare used in this paper are consistent with the usage of 10 ; in particular,
Green's relations L , R, H, and D play a crucial part. Other definitions
which are important for this paper are repeated here for the convenience
w xof the reader, but one may refer, if necessary, to 10 for further exposition
and motivation of the concepts.
2. INVERSE SEMIGROUPS OF BICONGRUENCES
An in¨erse semigroup is a semigroup in which each element a has a
unique inverse ay1 such that a s aay1a and ay1 s ay1aay1. The unique-
ness of the inverse is equivalent, in regular semigroups, to idempotent
elements commuting: e2 s e and f 2 s f imply ef s fe. Inverse semigroups
of so-called partial automorphisms encode both the global and local or
.partial symmetries of a mathematical structure, in an extension of the way
that groups of automorphisms encode only the global symmetries. The
extent to which these partial symmetries determine the underlying struc-
w x w xture is a topic surveyed in 8 and explored further there and in 7 .
Consider a semigroup A and suppose that the congruences p and p1 2
on A are such that there is an isomorphism r : Arp ª Arp between1 2
the homomorphic images or quotients Arp and Arp of A. To each1 2
such r there corresponds a subsemigroup r of A = A defined by r s
 .  . 4  .x, y g A = A : xp r s yp . As a relation in A, r is i bifunctional1 2
 w x. y1  .s difonctionelle 15 , that is, r satisfies r ( r ( r s r, and ii full, that
 .  . y1 y1is, dom r s A s ran r . Moreover, r ( r s p and r ( r s p .1 2
Conversely, if r is a full and bifunctional subsemigroup of A = A, then
r ( ry1 and ry1 ( r are congruences on A and there is an isomorphism
y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .r : Arr ( r ª Arr ( r given by r : x r ( r ¬ y r ( r , where
 . x, y g r. Such a r will here be called a bicongruence or block multiauto-
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.morphism on A, and the set of all bicongruences on A will be denoted by
y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  .B M A . If r g B M A , then r g B M A and r s r . It may be
remarked that the description above is just a specialisation of the case in
 .which A is a universal algebra, and that B M A is a subset of the system
of correspondences on A. The latter system has also been used to capture
the structure of A, for certain choices of A}there is a brief survey and
w xbibliography to be found in 6 .
 .B M A may be endowed, in a natural manner, with an associative
multiplication such that it becomes an inverse semigroup, whose set of
idempotents is exactly the lattice of congruences on A; indeed, the
product of idempotents coincides with the join of congruences. In the
following description, this multiplication of bicongruences is denoted by
juxtaposition, while composition and inversion of binary relations are
y1  .shown by ( and , respectively. For a , b , g g B M A we define ab s
  . 4  .y1 y1 y1 y1F g g B M A : a ( b : g , whence ab s b a . Then aa s
y1 A  . 4a ( a and, letting D denote the identity relation x, x : x g A on
A, DA : aay1. It is also straightforward to show that
ny1 y1ab s D a ( bb ( a a ( b : n g N . 4
s a ( ay1a k bby1 ( b s a ay1a k bby1 b , .  .
where k represents the join in the lattice of congruences on A. Further,
ab g s F d g B M A : a ( b (g : d s a bg , 4 .  .  .
whence aay1a s a and ay1aay1 s ay1. Finally, for any idempotents
« s « 2 and z s z 2, « s ««y2« s «y1« k ««y1 s «y1, so that the idempo-
 . tents of B M A are precisely the congruences on A, and «z s « ( « k
.  .z (z s « k z s z« . Thus B M A is an inverse semigroup. This construc-
tion may also be carried out by other but equivalent means detailed in
w x w xChapter XIV of 14 or, differently again, in 11 .
 . A AB M A has an identity D and a zero = s A = A, the universal
relation on A; DA and = A may be written simply as D and = when the
 .context makes this unambiguous. The idempotents « , h of B M A are
 . y1D-related if, and only if, there exists f g B M A such that « s ff and
y1 w  .xh s f f 10, Proposition V.1.4 f , equivalently, if and only if Ar« and
 .Arh are isomorphic. A maximal subgroup of B M A is isomorphic with
the group of automorphisms of Ar« , where « is the unique congruence
 .on A}that is, idempotent element of B M A }lying in that subgroup.
 .The inverse semigroup B M A thus includes both the congruence
lattice of A and its automorphism group and is an analogue or dual of the
inverse semigroup of partial automorphisms mentioned above; this obser-
 .vation immediately raises the question of the extent to which B M A
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determines the structure of the algebra A. In the case in which A has
permuting congruences, for example, if A is a group, ab s a ( b and
 .  .B M A coincides with the semigroup M A of multiautomorphisms of A
w x w xwhich is discussed in 16 and shown in 2 to determine each abelian group
w xwithin the class of groups. Thus 2 may be seen as initiating the study of
the question raised above.
3. BANDS
A band is a semigroup in which each element is an idempotent; a
semilattice is a commutative band and, equivalently, under the natural
ordering in which a F b if and only if ab s ba s a, an ordered set in
which each pair of elements x, y has a greatest lower bound xy. A
 .rectangular band is isomorphic with a set of the form D s I = L with
 .  .  .  .multiplication i, l ? j, m s i, m for i, j g I and l, m g L ; D is a
band satisfying the law xyz s xz. L may be identified with the set DrL of
L-classes of D, and I with DrR dually. We may choose any cardinal for I
< <or L; for example, an I = 2 rectangular band is one with L s 2. An
w x  .I = 1 1 = L rectangular band is called a left right zero band. On any
band S, Green's relations D and J coincide and constitute a congruence
such that SrD is a semilattice, in fact the maximum semilattice homomor-
phic image of S.
A normal band is a band S in which xyzt s xzyt for all x, y, z, t g S.
Because of the central role of the result and the notation, the structure
w xtheorem for normal bands of 17 is stated in full, using the notation of
w x  .10 , and augmented in part b below.
 .RESULT A. a Let X be a semilattice, and for each a g X let D be aa
rectangular band, chosen so that D l D s B when a / b. For each paira b
a ,b g X with a G b , let w : D ª D be a homomorphism such thata , b a b
 .i w is the identity map on D , anda , a a
 .ii if also b G g , w w s w .a , b b , g a , g
 4Let S s D D : a g X and for s g D and t g D define the product sta a b
 . .in S by st s sw tw , the latter product being already defined in D .a , a b b , a b a b
Then S with this multiplication constitutes a normal band, and e¨ery normal
band is isomorphic to one obtained in this manner. We write
 4S s S X ; D : a g X ; w : a , b g X , a G b , 4 .a a , b
 .or S s S X ; D ; w for bre¨ity.a a , b
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 .  .b Each w is injecti¨ e bijecti¨ e if and only if S is a subdirecta , b
 .direct product of the semilattice X with a rectangular band B.
 . w xProof. A proof of a is conveniently found in 10 ; it is a key fact that
 . w x xw s xyx for any y g D . For b , Lemma II.2.9 of 14 constructs in aa , b b
.more general setting a congruence u on S and an injective homomor-
phism c : S ª X = Sru . Examination of that proof shows that Sru is a
rectangular band if each D is, and that c is also surjective if each wa a , b
is. Suppose, conversely, that S is a subdirect product of X with a
rectangular band B, and xw s xXw , where x, xX g D and a ) b.a , b a , b a
Then xyx s xX yxX for some y g D , and there exist b, bX, c g B such thatb
 . X  X.  . X Xx s a , b , x s a , b , and y s b , c . It follows that bcb s b cb , i.e.,
b s bX and, hence, x s xX, and w is injective. If S s X = B and y g Da , b b
 .: S, then y s b , b for some b g B; and if a ) b , we may take x s
 .  .a , b g S with the property xw s xyx s b , b s y. Thus w is sur-a , b a , b
jective.
X is called the structure semilattice of S and is isomorphic with SrD, the
maximum semilattice homomorphic image of S; it is determined by S up
to isomorphism and so it may be represented by any member of its
isomorphism class. The D are called the rectangular band components ofa
S, and the maps w are called the linking homomorphisms of S. Result Aa , b
specializes to a structure theorem for left normal bands dually, right
.  .normal bands , by taking each component D to be left zero right zero .a
In a semilattice X, the elements a and b are comparable if, in the
natural order, a F b or b F a ; otherwise, they are incomparable. A chain
is a subset C of X which is totally ordered, that is a , b g C implies
a F b or b F a . An inter¨ al in X is defined as a subset of the form
 4 w xj g X : b F j F a , denoted by b , a . X is called a tree if every interval
in X is a chain, and a locally finite tree if every interval in X is a finite
w xchain. We say a co¨ers b in X if the interval b , a consists of just b and
 .a . Denote by comp a the set of elements of X which are comparable
 .   .  .4with a . Let X be a tree and let brch a s b g X : comp b s comp a
 .be called the branch of a ; the sets brch a partition X and each is a
  . 4convex chain in X. In fact brch a : a g X is, up to isomorphism, the
maximum homomorphic image of X in which each branch consists of a
single element.
 .It is of interest to determine those normal bands S such that B M S
belongs to certain significant classes of inverse semigroups. The following
results are useful.
w x  . hRESULT B 3, PROPOSITION 1.1; CF. 18 . Let « g Con S and g s « the
homomorphism of S onto Sr« gi¨ en by the natural mapping induced by
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« , g : a ¬ a« . So ggy1 s « and gy1 g is the identity mapping on Sr« . Let
 .  .  .  .C : B M Sr« ª B M S be defined, for r g B M Sr« , by rC s x, y
 . 4 y1  .g S = S : x« , y« g r s g r g . Then C is an isomorphism of B M Sr«
  . 4  .onto the subsemigroup s g B M S : «s s s« s s of B M S . Moreo¨er,
 .  .if r g Con Sr« , then Sr« rr ( SrrC.
Let Y be a semilattice. A nonempty subset F of Y is a filter or dual
ideal of Y if, for x, y g Y, xy g F if and only if x, y g F. A filter F is
 4proper if F / Y. For a g Y, ­ a denotes the principal filter y g Y : a F y
 4generated by a, and x a denotes the principal ideal y g Y : y F a . By an
w xeasy extension of 13; see also 5 we have
RESULT C. Let S be a band with maximum semilattice homomorphic
image Y and F, a proper filter of Y. Then
d F s x , y g S = S : x D S g F m y D S g F 4 .  .
 .is a congruence on S such that Srd F is the two-element semilattice
 4Y s 0, 1 with the usual order. Con¨ersely, if f : S ª Y is a surjecti¨ e2 2
 S 4homomorphism, then F s x D g Y : xf s 1 g Y is a proper filter of Y2
y1  .such that f ( f s d F .
 .  .For the principal filter ­ a with a g Y s SrD , d ­ a will be written
 .simply as d a .
 .LEMMA 1. Let S s S Y; D ; c be a normal band and M : D . Leta a , b a
 S .z or z when it is necessary to specify the base semigroup be theM M
equi¨ alence on S with classes
C s x g D : g G a and xc g M , 41 g g , a
C s x g D : g G a and xc f M , 42 g g , a
C s S_ C j C . .0 1 2
Then z is a congruence if , and only if , M is a union of L-classes or ofM
R-classes of D . Moreo¨er, if M / B and M / D , and M is a union ofa a
 .L-classes, then Srz is a 1 = 2 rectangular band if C is empty or a 1 = 2M 0
 . rectangular band with zero adjoined if C is nonempty ; and dually. If0
 . .M s B or M s D , z is the congruence d a of Result C.a M
 .Proof. M is a possibly empty union of L-classes of D if, and only if,a
M is empty or a left ideal of D ; and in this case D _ M is empty or a lefta a
ideal of D . C is empty or an ideal of S, and C j C is a subsemigroup.a 0 1 2
Thus if M is empty or D , z is clearly a congruence. If M is not empty,a M
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take x g C j C and y g C , say x g D and y g D , with g , d G a .1 2 1 g d
Then xy g D , gd G a , andgd
xy c s xc ? yc c s xc ? yc g xc ? M . .  .gd , a g , gd d , gd gd , a g , a d , a g , a
So if M is a union of L-classes of D , C is a left ideal of C j C ;a 1 1 2
similarly, C is a left ideal of C j C , and it follows that z is a2 1 2 M
congruence. Since C C : C , C C : C , etc., Srz is as stated. If M is1 2 2 2 1 1 M
a union of R-classes the dual statements hold.
For the converse, suppose z to be a congruence, so that C 2 : C .M 2 2
 .Since D _ M s C l D , D _ M is a subsemigroup. So if x g M, y, xa 2 a a
 . 2g L and z, x g R, then zy s zxxy s x s x and either y g M or z g M;
thus M is a union of L-classes or of R-classes of D .a
4. SPECIAL CLASSES OF INVERSE SEMIGROUPS
An inverse semigroup is fundamental if its coarsest congruence m
wcontained in H is the identity congruence. By the formula for m 10, p.
x  .  .141 , B M S is fundamental if, and only if, whenever r, s g B M S ,
ry1hr s sy1hs for all h g Con S implies r s s . .
So consider the component D of the normal band S. If D has more thana a
one L-class, there is, by Lemma 1, a congruence z s z on S such thatM
Srz possesses a nonidentity automorphism r, which maps the class C to1
C and C to C , using the notation of that lemma. Set s s rC in the2 2 1
 .  .notation of Result B; then s , z g H but s / z . Let h g Con S . Then
y1  . y1 y1 y1s hs g Con S and s hs lies below s s s z s ss in the natural
 . y1ordering of idempotents of B M S . Thus s hs is either z itself, the
universal congruence = s S = S, or the sole intermediate congruence
 . y1 y1z s d a . But if s hs s z , then z hz s z , and conversely; likewise, ifDa
sy1hs s = then zy1hz s =, and conversely. And in the only remaining
possibility, sy1hs s z if, and only if, zy1hz s z . In any case, sy1hs sD Da ay1  .z hz , so B M S is not fundamental. Dually, if D contains more thana
 .  .one R-class, B M S is not fundamental. Thus if B M S is fundamental,
each rectangular band component of S must be 1 = 1, which is to say that
S is a semilattice. The converse may be proved with the aid of the
following lemmas.
LEMMA 2. Let T be a semilattice and f a nonidentity automorphism of T.
Then there exists a congruence h on T such that fy1h f / h.
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Proof. Since f is not the identity, there exists a g T such that af / a.
In each of three cases, we exhibit b g T and a congruence h such that
 .  .a, b g h, but af, bf f h.
 .Case I. a, af are incomparable. Take b s a af - a, af, and h s
 .d af .
y1  .Case II. a - af. Here take b s af - a and h s d af .
y1  .Case III. af - a. Take b s af ) a and h s d a .
 .LEMMA 3. Let S be a semilattice and r g B M S a nonidempotent group
element. Then there is a congruence u on S such that u s rry1u s urry1
and ry1ur / u .
y1 y1  .Proof. Put « s rr s r r, so « g Con S , r s «r s r« , and r / « .
 .By Result B, r s s C for some s g B M Sr« and s is an automorphism
 .of Sr« . Applying Lemma 2 with T s Sr« and f s s , there is h g
y1 .Con T such that s hs / h; then u s hC has the stated properties.
 .So let S be a semilattice, and suppose that there exist s , t g B M S
 .  y1 y1. y1 y1with s / t but s , t g m. Then st , tt g m : H with st / tt
s ssy1. Putting r s sty1 and « s rry1 s tty1, Lemma 3 applies and
 . y1 y1 y1there exists u g Con S such that u s «u« but u / r ur s ts ust .
 . y1 y1 y1 y1This contradicts s , t g m, for s us s t ut implies ts ust s «u«
s u . It follows that s s t and, hence, that m is the identity relation. This
proves the following.
 .THEOREM 1. For a normal band S, B M S is fundamental if , and only
if , S is a semilattice.
An inverse semigroup is combinatorial if Green's equivalence H is the
 .identity relation; it follows that B M S is combinatorial if, and only if,
each homomorphic image of S has no automorphism other than the
identity.
 .  .So suppose B M S is combinatorial; then B M S is certainly funda-
mental, and so S is a semilattice. Even more, S must be a chain, for
otherwise there are a , b g Y s S which are incomparable, and then
 .  .Srd a l d b is an image of S with a nontrivial automorphism: that
which exchanges the congruence classes containing a and b.
Now if S has a homomorphic image T s Sru which is a chain with a
nontrivial automorphism f , there is some x g T such that xf / x. We may
 y1 .suppose replacing f by f if necessary that x - xf. Then the elements
n  .xf n g Z are distinct and make up a chain in T which is isomorphic
 .with Z, min . Selecting a representative from each u-class then gives a
 .subchain of S isomorphic with Z, min . Conversely, if S is a chain
 .  .containing a copy C of Z, min , then u s x, y g S = S : for each c g C,
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4x F c m y F c is a congruence on S such that Sru has many nontrivial
automorphisms. This proves the following.
 .THEOREM 2. For a normal band S, B M S is combinatorial if , and only
 .if , S is a chain containing no copy of Z, min .
 .Two other possible properties for B M S lead to less interesting classes
for S. A Clifford semigroup is a regular semigroup in which each idempo-
 .tent is central; equivalently, it is an inverse union of groups. Thus B M S
is a Clifford semigroup if, and only if, for all congruences r, s on S,
Srr ( Srs implies r s s .
Suppose SrD s Y has three distinct elements a , b , g . Without loss of
 .generality we may suppose a , b ) g and a l b. Taking l s d a l
 .  .d b , it may be verified that Srl is isomorphic to either the three-ele-
ment chain, the ``diamond'' lattice M ( Y = Y , or the three-element2 2 2
 4tree semilattice Y s 0, a, b in which a and b cover 0. In each case, Srl3
has distinct congruences with isomorphic quotients. By Result B, the same
 .is true of S itself. This shows that if B M S is a Clifford semigroup, S has
at most two rectangular band components.
Again, if the normal band S has a component E which has threea
distinct L-classes L , L , and L , then Srz ( Srz by Lemma 1, but1 2 3 L L1 2
 .z / z , and dually. Thus if B M S is a Clifford semigroup, each of theL L1 2
rectangular band components of S is 1 = 1, 1 = 2, 2 = 1, or 2 = 2.
If S has just one component E , say, there exists a normal band0
  4  4.T s S Y ; E , E , w , w , w such that S is a retract of T ; one2 0 1 0, 0 1, 0 1, 1
 4need only choose E s a for some a f E and w arbitrarily to1 0 1, 0
construct T , and w s w j w as the homomorphism of T onto E s S,0, 0 1, 0 0
 .fixing S. If S s S Y ; E ; w , where each E is 1 = 1, 1 = 2, 2 = 1, or2 a a , b a
 .2 = 2, then there exists T s S Y ; D ; c such that each D is 2 = 22 a a , b a
and S is a retract of T. For there exist homomorphisms f : D ª E anda a a
g : E ª D such that g f is the identity mapping on E . If c : D ªa a a a a a a , b a
D be defined by c s f w g , then f : T ª S and g : S ª T , definedb a , b a a , b b
by xf s xf and xg s xg when x g D , are homomorphisms such that gfa a a
is the identity mapping on S.
 .The preceding paragraphs thus show that for B M S to be a Clifford
semigroup, it is necessary that the normal band S be a retract of some
 .T s S Y ; D ; c with D and D 2 = 2 rectangular bands or, equiva-2 a a , b 0 1
lently, that S have at most two rectangular band components each of
which is 1 = 1, 1 = 2, 2 = 1, or 2 = 2. This condition is also sufficient, for
 .by listing all the congruences on a normal band T s S Y ; D ; c such2 a a , b
 .that each D is a 2 = 2 rectangular band, one may verify that B M T is aa
 .Clifford semigroup, and if S is a retract of T then B M S is, by Result B,
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 .isomorphic to an inverse subsemigroup of B M T and, thus, itself a
Clifford semigroup.
An inverse semigroup is 0-E-unitary if any element lying above an
idempotent in the natural partial order is itself an idempotent. Thus
 .  .B M S is not 0-E-unitary if there is s g B M S , not a congruence on S,
but such that the congruence on S which s generates is not the universal
relation =.
Suppose Y s SrD has at least four elements; then there is a homomor-
phic image Srl of S with four elements. Examination of the five noniso-
morphic four-element semilattices shows that each has a bicongruence s
which generates a congruence equal to neither s nor the universal
 .relation. Applying the embedding C of Result B, it follows that B M S is
 .not 0-E-unitary. Thus if B M S is 0-E-unitary, Y s SrD must have
at most three elements. Now suppose S to be a normal band, S s
 .S Y; D ; w . If any rectangular band component of S other than thea a , b
zero component D should contain more than one element, there exists by0
Lemma 1 a congruence z on S such that Srz is a 1 = 2 or 2 = 1
rectangular band with a zero adjoined. The nonidentity automorphism of
 .Srz then generates a nonuniversal congruence on Srz , and so B M S is
not 0-E-unitary. Moreover, S has D as a homomorphic image, and if D0 0
has more than two elements, there exists a nonidentity automorphism
 .which generates a nonuniversal congruence on D ; once again, B M S is0
 . < < < <not 0-E-unitary. Hence if B M S is 0-E-unitary, then Y F 3, D F 2,0
< < < <and D s 1 for a / 0; in particular, S F 4. Examination then showsa
< < < <that, among the four-element normal bands in which Y s 3 and D s 2,0
 .  4B M S is 0-E-unitary precisely for the S such that Y s Y s a , b , 03
 .say and D w / D w ; there are, up to isomorphism, two such bandsa a , 0 b b , 0
 .and they are anti-isomorphic. To complete the characterisation, B M S is
< < < <0-E-unitary for all normal bands S such that S F 3, D F 2, and0
< <D s 1 for a / 0.a
5. MAIN RESULTS
LEMMA 4. Let S and T be bands, with maximum semilattice homomor-
S T  .  .phic images SrD s X and TrD s Y, and let F : B M S ª B M T be
an isomorphism. Then
 . S Ti D F s D ,
 .  .  .ii B M X ( B M Y , and
 .  .  .iii Con X ( Con Y .
S S  .Proof. Since D is the finest semilattice congruence on S, D : d F
 . Sfor each proper filter F of X. But if, for x, y g S, x, y f D , then,
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S S  .  .  . Sputting a s x D and b s y D , x, y f d a l d b . It follows that D
  . 4s l d F : F is a proper filter of X and, hence, that for h g
 . S S  .  .Con S , h D s D if, and only if, hd F s d F for all proper filters F of
 .X. Now each d F covers = s S = S in the natural ordering of idempo-
 .   .tents of B M S that is, = covers d F in the ordering by inclusion of
.  .  . congruences on S and d F lies in a one-element H-class of B M S by
.Result C . Conversely, if d covers = in the natural ordering of idempotents
 .  . of B M S and d lies in a one-element H-class of B M S , then again by
.  .Result C , d s d F for some proper filter of X.
 .  .  .So suppose that u g Con T satisfies ud G s d G for all proper
y1  . y1  . y1 y1filters G of Y; then u F . d G F s d G F and h s u F satisfies
 .  . S Sh ? d F s d F for all proper filters F of X. Thus h D s D and so
u ? D SF s D SF; in particular, DT ? D SF s D SF. Similarly, D S ? DTFy1
s DTFy1 and so D SF ? DT s DT.
 .  .  .Thus i holds. Statement ii is then immediate from Result B, and iii
 .follows from ii .
w x  .RESULT D 9 . Let X be a semilattice. Then Con X is Boolean if , and
only if , X is a locally finite tree.
 .  .LEMMA 5. Let S s S X ; D ; w and T s S Y; E ; c be normala a , b a a , b
 .  .bands, with Y a locally finite tree. Let F : B M S ª B M T be an isomor-
phism. Then
 .i X is a locally finite tree;
 .ii there is a bijection g : X ª Y such that, for all a , b , g g X,
 .  .  .  .  .g g comp a m g g g comp a g , comp b : comp a m comp b g :
 . <  . < <  . <  .  .  .comp a g , brch a s brch a g , and brch a s brch b m brch a g s
 .brch b g ; and
 .  .iii either there is an isomorphism f : X ª Y such that brch a f s
 .brch a g , or else X is isomorphic to one of the dual-isomorphic chains
 .  .N, min or N, max , and Y is isomorphic to the other.
 .  .  .Proof. By Lemma 4, Con X ( Con Y , and i follows from Result D.
Let F be a proper filter of Y; we first prove that F is principal.
w xCertainly there exist x f F and y g F. The interval xy, y is a finite chain
and so it contains a minimum member a, say, of F. Clearly ­ a : F. On
the other hand, if z g F, then xy, az F a and, since Y is a tree, xy and az
are comparable. However, xy f F while az g F, so that xy s az and thus
xy - az F a F y; by the minimality of a, az s a, so that z g ­ a and
F : ­ a follows. Hence F s ­ a and every proper filter is principal, as
claimed.
 .Let a g X. There is a unique element of Y, a g say, such that d a F s
 .d a g . This defines a function g : a ¬ a g of X to Y. In like manner
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y1  X . y1  X y1.there is a function g : Y ª X defined by d a F s d a g which is
  .  ..  .  .the inverse of g. For a , b g X, d a l d b F s d a g l d b g . Let
 .  .  .g g comp a . In turn it may be deduced that Srd a l d g is a 2-ele-
 .  .ment or 3-element chain; that d a l d g lies in a 1-element H-class of
 .  .  .  .B M S ; that d a g l d g g lies in a 1-element H-class of B M T ; and
 . y1hence that g g g comp a g . The reverse implication uses g .
 .  .  .Let comp b : comp a ; if g g g comp b g , then g and a are compa-
 .  .  .rable and so g g g comp a g ; it follows that comp b g : comp a g . The
 .remaining assertions of ii follow directly.
 .  .Now consider, for a g X, brch a and brch a g ; they are locally finite
chains of equal cardinality. If both are finite, there is a unique order-iso-
a .  .  .morphism f of brch a to brch a g . If both are infinite, each is
 .  .  . wisomorphic to either N, min , N, max , or Z, max , as remarked in 9,
x  .  .  .Theorem 13 . If, for all b g X, comp b s comp a then X s brch a
 .  .and Y s brch a g are chains of this kind, and since neither B M N, min
 .  . nor B M N, max is isomorphic to B M Z, max the latter having many
.units and the others only one , either X and Y are isomorphic, or one is
 .  .isomorphic to N, min and the other to N, max . On the other hand,
 .  .  .suppose there is b g X such that comp b / comp a . Then either a
 .  .  .b ) a , when in turn there follow comp b ; comp a , comp b g ;
 .  .comp a g , and b g ) a g, so that, by local finiteness, both brch a and
 .  .  .brch a g are isomorphic to N, max ; or b ab - a when, similarly,
 .  .  .ab g - a g and it follows that brch a and brch a g are isomorphic to
 .  .  . a .N, min . In either case a or b there is thus an order-isomorphism f
 .  .of brch a to brch a g , and finally the mapping f : X ª Y, defined by
a .  .b f s b f when b g brch a , has the properties claimed in statement
 .iii of the lemma.
Some temporary terminology is introduced to facilitate the statement
and proof below. A right flip x is the automorphism of an I = 2 rectangu-
lar band which exchanges the two L-classes, while fixing the R-classes;
 4  .  .formally, if S s I = 0, 1 , x : S ª S is defined by i, 0 x s i, 1 and
 .  . Xi, 1 x s i, 0 for all i g I. A left flip is defined dually. A turn x is the
automorphism of a 2 = 2 rectangular band which is the composite of a left
 4  4flip and a right flip; formally, if S s 0, 1 = 0, 1 ,
¡ 0, 0 ¬ 1, 1 .  .
0, 1 ¬ 1, 0 .  .X ~x :
1, 0 ¬ 0, 1 .  .¢ 1, 1 ¬ 0, 0 . .  .
 .  .THEOREM 3. Let S s S X ; D ; w and T s S Y; E ; c be nor-a a , b a a , b
 .mal bands, and suppose that Y is a locally finite tree. Let F : B M S ª
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 .B M T be an isomorphism. Then either
 .I there exists an isomorphism f : X ª Y and, for each a g X, an
isomorphism or anti-isomorphism k : D ª E such that, whene¨er a ) b ,a a a f
 .  .  .one of the following i , ii , or iii hold:
 .i w k s k c ; ora , b b a a f , b f
 . w xii E is I = 2 2 = L and w k s k c x for the rightb f a , b b a a f , b f
 .left flip x ; or
 .iii E is 2 = 2 and w k s k c x for a left flip,b f a , b b a a f , b f
right flip, or turn x ; or else
 .II there exists a rectangular band B such that S and T are each
 .isomorphic or anti-isomorphic with one of the normal bands B = N, min or
 .B = N, max .
Proof. Let a g X, M : D be a union of L- or of R-classes, anda
consider the congruence z introduced in Lemma 1. Note that z s zM M N
if, and only if, M s N or M s D _ N, and that, if B / M / D thena a
z s z satisfiesM
z coversd a in Con S , 5.1 .  .  .
z W D, 5.2 .
H ( Z , 5.3 .z 2
 .where H represents the H-class of the idempotent z in B M S and Z isz 2
S .  .the 2-element group. So let U a denote the set of all z g Con S
T  X. Xsatisfying 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 and, likewise, U a for a g Y. Recall the
 .  .  .bijection g : X ª Y introduced in Lemma 5 ii ; since d a F s d a g ,
S . T  .U a F s U a g .
S .Let L be an L-class of D . Then z g U a and z s z also satisfiesa L L
 .vacuously, if D has at most two L-classesa
h g U S a , h , z g D B M S . , h / z « H ( Sym 3 , 5.4 .  .  .  .hl z
 .where Sym 3 is the symmetric group on three symbols.
 .All z with L an L-class of D yield isomorphic images Srz and soL a L
 .  .are D-equivalent in B M S . All z with R an R-class of D areR a
 .similarly D-equivalent in B M S , but inequivalent with all z as above,L
< <unless D s 1.a
S .Conversely, if z g U a then z s z for some M a union of L-classesM
 .or a union of R-classes of D ; and if z also satisfies 5.4 then M may bea
taken to be a single L-class or R-class of D .a
So suppose L is an L-class of D and L / D . Then z s z F satisfiesa a L
 .  .  .  .5.1 , 5.2 , 5.3 , and 5.4 with respect to a g and, hence, z F s z forL M
 .  .some M g E rL we will call this Case 1 or M g E rR Case 2 . Put,a g a g
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 .for this M, M s Lg , so that g maps D rL into E rL Case 1 or intoa a a a g
 .E rR Case 2 , and z F s z .a g L L ga
By the same reasoning there is a mapping gX : E rL ª D rL ora a g a
gX : E rR ª D rL , in Cases 1 and 2, respectively, such that z sa a g a L
y1  .X X Xz F s z and z s z F s z for any M g E rL Case 1L g L g g M M g M g g a ga a a a a a
 . X Xor M g E rR Case 2 . It follows that either Lg g s L and Mg g s M,a g a a a a
or else D is I = 2 with L-classes L and Lg gX , and E is either K = 2a a a a g
X  .with L-classes M and Mg g in Case 1 or 2 = K with R-classes M anda a
X  . X XMg g in Case 2 . Thus g g and g g are both identity mappings, botha a a a a a
right flips, or a right flip and a left flip, respectively.
Similarly, if R g D rR, setting z F s z and z Fy1 s z X definesa R R h Q Qha a
ha h
X
a  . hamappings D rR ª E rR ª D rR in Case 1 , or D rR ª E rLa a g a a a g
hXa  . X Xª D rR in Case 2 , and h h and h h are both identity maps, botha a a a a
left flips, or respectively a left flip and a right flip.
Defining j : D ª E and jX : E ª D bya a a g a a g a
 .  . X  X X.  X X X X .j : R, L ¬ Rh , Lg and j : R , L ¬ R h , L g in Case 1, ora a a a a a
 .  . X  X X.  X X X X .j : R, L ¬ Lg , Rh and j : R , L ¬ L g , R h in Case 2,a a a a a a
we see that j jX and jX j are identity mappings, left flips, right flips, ora a a a
turns. In any case, j : D ª E is an isomorphism or anti-isomorphism,a a a g
which extends g and h in the obvious sense}in Case 1, for example,a a
Lj s D R , L : R g D rR j s D Rh , Lg : R g D rR s Lg . 4  4 .  . .a a a a a a a
Moreover, z F s z whenever M is a union of L-classes or R-classes.M M ja
Now suppose b - a in X and M is a union of L- or of R-classes of
 . S .   .4D . Define u s z l d a . There is a unique z g U a j d a suchb M M
 . y1that u : z : d a and u s z l z , namely z s z , where N s MwM M M N a , b
 .which is itself a union of L- or of R-classes of D , possibly empty . Thena
 .  . Xu F s z F l d a F s z l d a g , and there is a unique z s z F gM M M jaT  .   .4U a g j d a g such that
u F : z X : d a g , u F s z F l z X . 5.5 .  .M M M
Again two cases must be distinguished. By Lemma 5, b - a implies either
 .Case A: b g - a g, or Case B: b g ) a g, when again by Lemma 5
 .  .  .  .comp b s comp a and comp b g s comp a g .
 . XFirst we treat Case A. Here 5.5 is satisfied by z s z , where P sP
Mj cy1 , and so eitherb a g , b g
Mwy1 j s Mj cy1 , 5.6 .a , b a b a g , b g
or
Mwy1 j s E _ Mj cy1 . 5.7 .a , b a a g b a g , b g
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 . Now suppose D has just one L-class, L . Then 5.6 must hold withb 1
.M s L . If there are two distinct L-classes L and L of D such that1 1 2 b
 .  .5.6 holds with M s L and 5.7 holds with M s L , then we deduce a1 2
contradiction from
L wy1 j s E _ L j cy1 = L j cy1 s L wy1 j .2 a , b a a g 2 b a g , b g 1 b a g , b g 1 a , b a
Thus, if there are exactly two distinct L-classes L and L of D , then1 2 b
either
L wy1 j s L j cy1 for i s 1, 2,i a , b a i b a g , b g
or
L wy1 j s L x j cy1 for i s 1, 2,i a , b a i b a g , b g
 .where in the latter x denotes a right flip L x s L and L x s L .1 2 2 1
There remains the case in which D has at least three distinct L-classes,b
 . L , L , and L . We have already seen above that either 5.6 holds with1 2 3
.  .  .M s L for all L , or else 5.7 holds with M s L for all L . But if thei i i i
y1  .latter, choose y g D w and suppose without loss of generality ywb a , b a , b
y1  .  . y1g L , so yj f L w j i s 1, 2 . Then, assuming 5.7 , yj g L j c3 a i a , b a a i b a g , b g
 . y1i s 1, 2 ; i.e., yj c j g L l L s B, a contradiction. It followsa a g , b g b 1 2
that if D has three or more L-classes,b
Lwy1 j s Lj cy1a , b a b a g , b g
holds for all L g D rL . Of course, there is a dual argument in whichb
R-classes of D replace L-classes. Case A may then be summarized byb
concluding that either wy1 j s j cy1 , i.e., w j s j c , or elsea , b a b a g , b g a , b b a a g , b g
D is I = 2 or 2 = L and w x j s j c for a right flip, left flip, orb a , b b a a g , b g
turn x . This may be notationally condensed as
w xw x j s j c . 5.8 .a , b b a a g , b g
 .Now we turn to Case B, in which a g - b g. Here 5.5 is satisfied by
z X s z , where Q s Mwy1 j cy1 , and so Mwy1 j cy1 s Mj orQ a , b a b g , a g a , b a b g , a g b
E _ Mj . We argue as in Case A to the conclusion that eitherb g b
w j c s ja , b b b g , a g a
or that D is I = 2 or 2 = L andb
w x j c s j ,a , b b b g , a g a
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where x is a right flip, left flip, or turn. Again this may be written in
condensed form as
w xw x j c s j . 5.9 .a , b b b g , a g a
Lemmas 6 to 9, which follow, are part of the main proof but are identified
for separate reference.
LEMMA 6. If a ) b and a g - b g, then w and c are isomor-a , b b g , a g
phisms.
 .Proof. Equation 5.9 shows that w has a right inverse and ca , b b g , a g
has a left inverse. By considering Fy1, we have also
w x y1 y1c x j w s j ,b g , a g a a , b b
whence c has a right inverse and w has a left inverse. Theb g , a g a , b
conclusion follows.
 .Now we deal with the alternative II in the statement of the theorem.
 .  .LEMMA 7. Let X be isomorphic with N, min and Y with N, max , and
 .let f be the unique order-re¨ ersing bijection of X to Y. Then for all a , b g X
with a ) b , w and c are isomorphisms.a , b b f , a f
Proof. If a g - b g, w is an isomorphism by Lemma 6. If a g ) b g,a , b
there exists g g X such that g ) a ) b but g g - b g - a g, by finiteness
of x a and ­ b g. Then, by Lemma 6, w and w are isomorphismsg , a g , b
and, since w s w w , w is an isomorphism. Similarly, c is ang , b g , a a , b a , b b f , a f
isomorphism.
 .  .  .By Result A, part b , S ( D = N, min and T ( E = N, max ,a a f1 1
where a is the minimum element of X. Now j cy1 : D ª E is1 a 1 a f , a g a a f1 1 1 1
an isomorphism. The order-dual of Lemma 7, in which max and min
operations are exchanged, is proved by considering Fy1. Together Lemma
 .7 and its order-dual constitute alternative II of the theorem. Henceforth
in the proof, X and Y are assumed not to be the dual-order-isomorphic
 .  .chains N, min and N, max . In the next lemma, f is the isomorphism of
 .X to Y, the existence of which was established in Lemma 5 iii .
 .LEMMA 8. Suppose X is not isomorphic with Z, min , and a g X. If
 .  .a g ) a f a f ) a g then c c is an isomorphism.a g , a f a f , a g
Proof. Consider the sets
A s g g brch a : g ) a , B s d g brch a f : d ) a f , 4  4 .  .
C s g g brch a : g F a , D s d g brch a f : d F a f . 4  4 .  .
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FIGURE 1
At least one of the pairs A, B and C, D are of equal finite cardinality.
Let a g ) a f , so a g g B but a f A. If A and B are finite, g does not
map A onto B_ a g ; if C and D are finite, g does not map C_ a onto D.
In either case, there exist g g A and d g D such that g g s d F a f g D
 .see Fig. 1 .
 . y1  .Now take b s a f g g brch a , so b g s a f , g g F b g - a g, and
a / b. If b ) a then, by Lemma 6, c s c is an isomorphism. Ifa g , a f a g , b g
b - a - g , then c and c are isomorphisms by Lemma 6, and so,a g , g g a f , g g
too, is c s c cy1 . Finally, if a f ) a g, the same argument, witha g , a f a g , g g a f , g g
all orders reversed, shows that c is an isomorphism.a f , a g
We turn next to the case excluded from Lemma 8.
 .LEMMA 9. If X and Y are isomorphic with Z, min , there exists an
 .isomorphism f : X ª Y such that, for all a g X, a g ) a f a f ) a g im-
 .plies c c is an isomorphism.a g , a f a f , a g
Proof. If for all a , b g X, w is an isomorphism, the conclusiona , b
certainly holds. In the contrary case there exist a , a g X such that a0 1 1
covers a and w is not an isomorphism. By Lemma 6, a g ) a g. Let0 a , a 1 01 0
 .a g G b g ) g g G a g see Fig. 2 .1 0
If b - g , then c is an isomorphism. If b ) g , then either b ) g )b g , g g
 .a , when c , c , and hence c are isomorphisms; or a ) b1 a g , b g a g , g g b g , g g 01 1
) g , when again c is an isomorphism; or b ) a ) a ) g , whenb g , g g 1 0
w xboth c and c are isomorphisms. Since the interval a g, a ga g , b g g g , a g 0 11 0
 . w xis finite, there thus exist unique d , d g a g, a g such that d covers0 1 0 1 1
d and c is not an isomorphism. Then an isomorphism f : X ª Y is0 d , d1 0
determined by setting a f s d and a f s d .0 0 1 1
If there exists b G a such that b g - a f , or there exists g - a such1 1 1
 . that g g G a f , then since a g - a f F a g c or c respec-1 0 1 1 a g , b g g g , a g1 0
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FIGURE 2
.tively is an isomorphism by Lemma 6 and, hence, c is an isomor-a g , a g1 0
phism, contrary to the choice of a and a . Thus g maps ­ a onto ­ a f0 1 1 1
 .and x a onto x a f. If a g X and a g ) a f a f - a g , the method of0 0
 .Lemma 8 shows that c c is an isomorphism.a g , a f a f , a g
 .The main proof may now be completed for alternative I . Define, for
each a g X,
j c if a g G a f ,a a g , a f
k sa y1 j c if a f ) a g ;a a f , a g
by Lemmas 8 and 9, k is well defined and an isomorphism or anti-isomor-a
 .  .phism of D to E . Let a ) b. In Case A a g ) b g , Eq. 5.8 holds, anda a f
if b g G b f ,
w x w xw x k s w x j c s j c c s j ca , b b a , b b b g , b f a a g , b g b g , b f a a g , b f
j c c if a g G a fa a g , a f a f , b f
s s k c ;a a f , b fy1 5j c c if a f ) a ga a f , a g a f , b f
while if b f ) b g,
w x w x y1 y1w x k s w x j c s j c ca , b b a , b b b f , b g a a g , b g b f , b g
j c c cy1 if a g G a fa a g , a f a f , b g b f , b g
s s k c .a a f , b fy1 y1 5j c c c if a f ) a ga a f , a g a f , b g b f , b g
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 .In Case B Eq. 5.9 holds and, if a g G b f ,
w x w x w xw x k s w x j c s w x j c c s j ca , b b a , b b b g , b f a , b b b g , a g a g , b f a a g , b f
j c c if a g G a fa a g , a f a f , b f
s s k c ;a a f , b fy1 5j c c if a f ) a ga a f , a g a f , b f
while, if b f ) a g,
w xw x j c if b g G b f . . . * .a , b b b g , b fw xw x k sa , b b  w xw x j c if b f ) b g . . . ** .a , b b b f , b g
 .Now in * ,
w x w x y1w x k s w x j c c c .a , b b a , b b b g , a g b g , a g b g , b f
s j cy1 c cy1 c .a a f , a g a f , a g b g , a g b g , b f
s j cy1 c cy1 c c cy1 c s k c ; .a a f , a g a f , b f b g , b f b g , b f b f , a g b g , a g b g , b f a a f , b f
 .and in ** ,
w x w x y1 y1w x k s w x j c c c .a , b b a , b b b g , a g b g , a g b f , b g
s j cy1 c cy1 cy1 .a a f , a g a f , a g b g , a g b f , b g
s k c c c cy1 cy1 s k c .a a f , b f b f , b g b g , a g b g , a g b f , b g a a f , b f
On observing that, when applicable, x k s k x X for some left or right flipb b
or turn x X on E , and that x Xx X s identity, the proof of Theorem 3 isb f
complete.
6. DETERMINABILITY AND CLOSURE
Let A be a class of semigroups. A g A is said to be B M-determined in
 .  .A if, for any A g A such that B M A ( B M A , A is isomorphic or1 1 1
anti-isomorphic with A. A subclass A of A is said to be B M-closed in A1
 .  .if A , A g A, B M A ( B M A , and A g A together imply A g A .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
w xThe following result is an instance of 3, Proposition 1.2 phrased for a
subdirect product of two bands.
 .RESULT E. If S is a subdirect product of bands S and S and B M S (1 2
 .B M T for a band T , then T is a subdirect product of bands T and T such1 2
 .  .that B M S ( B M T for i s 1, 2.i i
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Let a band S be called injecti¨ e if it is isomorphic to a subdirect product
of a rectangular band with a semilattice; since such a band is clearly
 .normal, this is, by Result A b , precisely the case in which all the linking
 .homomorphisms w of S s S X ; D ; w are injective. A band S isa , b a a , b
here said to be of the form r.b.= N if there is a rectangular band B such
 .  .that S ( B = N, min or S ( B = N, max .
COROLLARY 1. The following classes are B M-closed in the class of all
bands:
 .a rectangular bands;
 .b semilattices;
 .c locally finite tree semilattices;
 .d injecti¨ e normal bands;
 .e bands of the form r.b.= N;
 .  .f for each fixed rectangular band B, the union of the isomorphism
 . opp  .  . oppclasses of B = N, min , B = N, min , B = N, max , and B =
 .N, max .
Proof. The band S is a semilattice if and only if D S s DS and a
rectangular band if and only if D S s =S. Let T be any band and
 .  . s TF : B M S ª B M T an isomorphism. By Lemma 3, D F s D , and the
 .  .conclusions a and b follow.
 .For c , observe that a semilattice is a normal band; the result then
 .  .follows from Lemma 5 i . For d , suppose S is a subdirect product of a
semilattice X and a rectangular band B; using Result E, T is a subdirect
 .  .  .product of bands Y and D such that B M Y ( B M X and B M D (
 .  .  .B M B . By parts a and b above, Y is a semilattice and D a rectangular
 .  .  .band, so that T is injective. Finally, e and f follow from Result A b and
Theorem 3.
 .  .COROLLARY 2. Let S be a a rectangular band, or b a locally finite tree
 .  .semilattice isomorphic to neither N, min nor N, max . Then S is B M-de-
termined in the class of bands.
 .  .Proof. Let T be a band such that B M S ( B M T . By corollary 1, T
 .  .is, in case a , a rectangular band and, in case b , a locally finite tree
semilattice. Thus T is, in either case, a normal band. So Theorem 3
 .applies, to show that, in case a , S and T are isomorphic or anti-isomor-
 .  .phic and, in case b , since S is isomorphic to neither N, min nor
 .N, max , that S ( T.
For semigroups S and T , a mapping h : S ª T is called a half-homo-
 .  4morphism if xy h g xhyh, yhxh for all x, y g S, and a strong half-isomor-
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phism if it is a bijection and both h and hy1 are half-homomorphisms. If
there exists a strong half-isomorphism h : S ª T , then S and T are said to
be strongly half-isomorphic. The following result, being closely related to
w x1 , is perhaps well known, but since searches located no publication in
which it has appeared, a proof is included here for the sake of complete-
ness.
 .  .RESULT F. Let S s S X ; D ; w and T s S Y; E ; c be normala a , b a a , b
bands.
 .a h : S ª T is a strong half-isomorphism if , and only if , there exists
an isomorphism f : X ª Y and, for each a g X, an isomorphism or anti-iso-
<morphism h : D ª E such that h s h and, for all a , b g X suchDa a a f a a
that a ) b , w h s h c .a , b b a a f , b f
 .b Moreo¨er, if no w is a constant map, then a strong half-isomor-a , b
phism h : S ª T is either an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism.
Proof. Given f and the h of the statement, it is immediate thata
 .h : S ª T defined as the union of the h that is, xh s xh when x g Da a a
is a strong half-isomorphism. Conversely, let h : S ª T be a strong half-
 .  .  . 4 isomorphism. First let us note that xyx h g xy h ? xh, xh ? xy h : xh ?
4  .yh, yh ? xh, xh ? yh ? xh and in each case, xh ? xyx h ? xh s xh ? yh ? xh,
whence
y1 y1  4  4xh ? yh ? xh h s xh ? xyx h ? xh h g xxyx , xyxx , xxyxx s xyx , .  . .
 .  .so that xh ? yh ? xh s xyx h. If x, y g D s J, then x s xyx and so xh s
 .  .xyx h s xh ? yh ? xh, whence xh, yh g D. It follows that h induces a
bijection f : X s SrD S ª TrDT s Y which is itself a half-isomorphism
and, hence, an isomorphism, X and Y being commutative. Further, since
w x <each D-class is a rectangular band, 1 shows that h s h is, for each a ,Da a
either an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism. Finally, let a ) b and
 .x g D . Then xw s xyx for an arbitrary y g D , and xh c s xh ?a a , b b a f , b f
 .yh ? xh since yh g D . It follows that xw h s xyx h s xh ? yh ? xh sa f a , b b
 .xh c , and part a is complete.a a f , b f
 .b is immediate if all h are isomorphisms or all h are anti-isomor-a a
phisms; so suppose there are a , b g X such that h is an isomorphisma
 .and h is an anti-isomorphism. From part a ,b
w s h c hy1 ,a , b a a f , b f b
and so it is both an anti-homomorphism and a homomorphism and, thus, is
a constant mapping, contradicting the hypothesis.
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COROLLARY 3. Let S and T be normal bands, not of the form r.b.= N.
Suppose one of S, T has a structure semilattice which is a locally finite tree,
 .and one has no I = 2 or 2 = L rectangular band components. If B M S (
 .B M T , then S and T are strongly half-isomorphic.
 .  .Proof. Alternative I i of Theorem 3 applies, and Result F, part a ,
ensures that S and T are strongly half-isomorphic.
COROLLARY 4. Each normal band not of the form r.b.= N, ha¨ing a
structure semilattice which is a locally finite tree, ha¨ing no I = 2 or 2 = L
rectangular band component and no constant structure map, is B M-de-
termined in the class of normal bands.
 .Proof. From Corollary 3 and Result F, part b .
 .COROLLARY 5. Let S, T be left right normal bands, not of the form
r.b.= N, of which one has a structure semilattice which is a locally finite tree
 .  .and one has no 2 = 1 1 = 2 rectangular band component. If B M S (
 .B M T , then S ( T.
Proof. As for Corollary 3, but in addition each h and, therefore, ha
itself, is an isomorphism.
 .COROLLARY 6. Each left right normal band, not of the form r.b.= N,
ha¨ing a structure semilattice which is a locally finite tree and no 2 = 1
 .1 = 2 rectangular band component, is B M-determined in the class consist-
ing of all left normal and all right normal bands.
COROLLARY 7. Each injecti¨ e band S, not of the form r.b.= N, ha¨ing a
structure semilattice which is a locally finite tree and no 1 = 1, I = 2, or
2 = L rectangular band component, is B M-determined in the class of all
bands.
 .  .Proof. If T is a band such that B M S ( B M T , then T is a normal
 .band by Corollary 1 d . The condition on the size of the rectangular band
components now ensures that Corollary 4 applies, and so S and T are
isomorphic or anti-isomorphic.
7. EXAMPLES
a b . . . .In this section, the notation w s means the mapping withd e . . .
aw s d, bw s e, and so on, any unlisted elements being fixed by w ;
 < < .  4  4u s a bcd . . . indicates the congruence with classes a , b, c, d , and so
a b c .on; and the notation r s is used for the bicongruence r sd e f . . .
 .  .  .  . 4a, d , b, d , c, e , c, f , . . . .
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 .  .1. Let C, F be any chain. The set C carries semilattices C, min
 .  .and C, max . Let f : C ª C be a surjective homomorphism of C, min1
 .onto a semilattice C . Then C is a chain, C , min , say, and f is1 1 1
 .  .order-preserving and so also is a homomorphism of C, max onto C , max .1
It follows that the full bifunctional relation r is a bicongruence on
 .  .C, min if, and only if, r is a bicongruence on C, max and, in particular,
 .  .that B M C, min ( B M C, max . Take C to be N with the usual order;
 .this shows that case II cannot be omitted from the conclusion of
Theorem 3.
2. The next example shows that the requirement of Theorem 3, that
the structure semilatice be a tree, cannot be omitted. Let M 0 and M 1 be2 2
the semilattices with Hasse diagrams
``
` ` and `
```
``
 0.  1. 0 1Then B M M ( B M M , although M and M are not isomorphic2 2 2 2
 .and, therefore, not anti-isomorphic bands.
 .3. The third example shows that case I ii of Theorem 3 need not
 .  .  4  4imply B M S ( B M T . Let Y s a, b, 0 with ab s 0. Let E s e , E3 a b
 4  4s f , E s g, h be left zero bands with the nonidentity linking homo-0
morphisms defined by ew s g, fw s h, and ec s fc s h, and seta, 0 b, 0 a, 0 b, 0
 .  .S s S Y ; E ; w and S s S Y ; E ; c . There exist mappings sat-1 3 a a , b 2 3 a a , b
 .isfying condition I ii of Theorem 3; namely, k , k , and k are the identitya b 0
g h .mappings of E , E , and E , respectively, and x s : E ª E . How-h ga b 0 0 0
 .  .ever, B M S and B M S are not isomorphic; they have unique non-1 2
e f g h .  .identity units automorphisms of S , S , respectively s s andf e h g1 2 1
e f g h .  .s s and so s s s F for any supposed isomorphism F : B M Sf e g h2 2 1 1
 .  < .  < .  .ª B M S . Yet if t s eg fh and t s efh g denote the unique2 1 2
S1  . S2  .complements of D in Con S and D in Con S , respectively, so that1 2
e g f h .t F s t , then we have the contradiction s t s / t , whilef h e g . . .1 2 1 1 1
s t s t .2 2 2
 .  .In Example 3 the right flip x made B M S ( B M S impossible; but1 2
 .the next example shows that flips can indeed coexist with B M T (1
 .B M T .2
 44. With Y s a, b, 0 : ab s 0 and right zero band components3
 4  4  4E s e ,E s f , m, f , and E s g , g define linking homomor-a b 1 2 0 1 2
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 i.  i. e  i. f m f1 2 .  .  .phisms w i s 1, 2 by w s , w s . Then the right normalg g g ga, 0 b, 01 1 i 2
  i. . bands T s S Y ; E ; w are not isomorphic in fact, not even stronglyi 3 a a , b
.  .half-isomorphic . However there is an isomorphism F : B M T ª1
 .  < < .B M T defined as follows: Denote by m the congruence e f mg f g2 1 1 1 2 2
 .on T , and let r g B M T ; then define1 1
¡ f f g g f f g g1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2( r ( if rm s m r s r ,1 1 /  /f f g g f f g g2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1~rF s
f f f f1 2 1 2( r ( otherwise.¢ /  /f f f f2 1 2 1
 .  .5. This example shows a simple case where B M U ( B M U1 2
while U , U are neither isomorphic nor anti-isomorphic, but only strongly1 2
 4  i.half-isomorphic. Let Y s 0, 1 and, for i s 1, 2, let E be right zero2 1
 4 1. 2.bands on the set a, b ; let E be a right zero band and let E be a left0 0
 i. a b 4  .zero band, both on the same set c, d . Further, let w s and1, 0 c c
  i.  i. .  4U s S Y ; E ; w for i s 1, 2. The identity mapping on U s a, b, c, di 2 a a , b 1
 .  .is a strong half-isomorphism of U to U and B M U s B M U , but U1 2 1 2 1
is right normal while U is neither right nor left normal.2
6. The final example shows that the class of normal bands is not
  .. B M-closed in the class of bands compare with Corollary 1 d . V s 2 =1
.1  .0  .1 and V s 2 = 1 are 2 = 1 left zero bands with, respectively, an2
identity and a zero adjoined; V is left normal and V is not normal.2 1
 .  .  0.0However, B M V and B M V are each isomorphic to Z , the two-1 2 2
element group with two zeros adjoined in succession.
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